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Working with colleagues in the
Gulf since the late 1990s
As one of the largest departments of its kind in the UK, the School of Education at the
University of Leeds offers excellent, research-informed teaching and the best possible
pastoral support, as confirmed by our 'full marks' rating of 24/24 in our most recent
assessment of teaching quality.

The School hosts a large, group of international students
every year, including many from the Gulf region. Our
taught programmes at Leeds consist mostly of Masters
and Doctoral level programmes, although we also offer
undergraduate programmes and have been running a
BA programme in Oman for almost ten years.
The School of Education's work has always benefited
from a substantial and successful international
dimension. We are proud of our long tradition of
welcoming and working with students and scholars from
most parts of the world and run a highly-popular series
of social and cultural events throughout the year,
specifically aimed at our international students.

Masters and Postgraduate Diploma/Certificate
Programmes
• MA Deaf Education
• MA Teaching
• MA Education (General Programme)
• MA TESOL
• MA Education and Democracy
• MA TESOL (China)
• MA ICT and Education*
• MA TESOL and ICT
• MA International Education Management
• MA TESOL for Young Learners

Collectively, our staff have first-hand knowledge of many
of the countries of the Middle East. This has been gained
through practical experience of living and working in
such countries, as individuals or as members of larger
projects concerned with teaching and teacher education,
educational management, educational policy planning,
and curriculum development and implementation.
Current and recent examples of our work in the Middle
East include:
• An ongoing agreement with the Ministry of Education
in Oman to provide a BA Educational Studies (TESOL)
programme for Omani English teachers
• Consultancies and short courses for the Ministry of
Education in Saudi Arabia related to the introduction of
English at primary level
• Consultancies for the Ministry of Education in Bahrain
related to mentoring

Research Degrees
• Doctor of Education (EdD)
• Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
• Master of Philosophy in Education (MPhil)

• MA Lifelong Learning
• MA TESOL Studies
• MA Mathematics Education
• MA TESOL Teacher Education
• MA Science Education
• MEd Clinical Education
• MA Special Educational Needs
• MSc in Educational Research Methods
* full-time and distance learning part-time

Postgraduate Certificate Programmes

Leeds welcomes students from the Gulf region

• PG Certificate in Clinical Teaching
• PG Certificate in Co-ordinating Inclusive Provision
for Children with Learning Difficulties
• PG Certificate in Provision for Children with
Developmental Disorders
• Postgraduate Certificate in Education (Further
Education)

The University of Leeds offers a truly multicultural
study environment with 15% of its student population
coming from outside the United Kingdom. The
University is committed to providing an excellent
service for international students through:
• an active International Centre which brings together
students from across the globe and is a source of
guidance, information and support, as well as a
great place to meet friends
www.leeds.ac.uk/international/
• guaranteed accommodation for all new single
international students from outside the European
Union
• meet and greet arrangements for students arriving
at local airport, bus and train stations, followed by
September’s Intro-week – a week of activities and
events designed to introduce international students
to the University and to help them settle smoothly
into life at Leeds
• an outstanding Language Centre, which offers
courses to help international students improve their
language skills

Undergraduate degree programme
• BA (Hons) Childhood Education and Culture
• Certificate in Education (Further Education)

Research
Research is central to the mission of the School of
Education. We undertake research in key areas of
educational policy and practice, and place particular
emphasis on the relevance of our work to education
practitioners and policymakers internationally. We
currently have full time research students from Saudi
Arabia, Oman, Bahrain, Libya and Kuwait.
Staff and research students enjoy working together in
a vibrant research environment, supported by
excellent research facilities. Research Students are
expected to participate fully in the School’s research
work and to participate and present at the annual
Students' Research Conference.
The School hosts a number of Research Units,
Centres and Institutes which are known around the
world. Research is organized around the following
areas:
• Human Rights and Citizenship
• ICT in Education
• Inclusive Education
• Language Education
• Lifelong Learning (including post-14 education and
higher education)
• Mathematics Education
• Science Education

For further information
Find out about our entry requirements and how to
apply for a place on one of our programmes at:
www.education.leeds.ac.uk/prospective/
Student Admissions Tel +44 (0)113 343 4550
Email: courses@education.leeds.ac.uk

Research Centres
Research in these areas is reflected in the School's
cross-disciplinary research centres:
• Assessment and Evaluation Unit (AEU)
• Centre for Citizenship and Human Rights Education
(CCHRE)
• Centre for Language Education Research (CLER)
• Centre for Studies in Science and Mathematics
Education (CSSME)
• Centre for Policy Studies in Education (CPSE)
• Higher Education Policy Unit (HEPU)
• Lifelong Learning Institute (LLI)
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